A NEW CITY STYLE
Unique design, aerodynamic lines, high-end finishes. Much more than a
bus, the Crealis is a new, valuable tool designed to energize your city.
SPACE AND COMFORT
With its optimal light and intelligent use of space, the Crealis offers an
unprecedented sense of comfort.
+ Natural light thanks to a greater glazed area
+ Powerful, long-lasting LED lighting
+ Excellent accessibility to the 4 platforms
+ Thermal comfort with air curtains on each door
CUSTOMISED SERVICE
To ensure the BRT project is configured to meet public transport
authorities’ expectations, the Iveco Bus Design and Customisation
services are provided by experienced team to transport engineers
and urban planners:

Customisable roof

+ Exclusive interior ambience
+ Customisable livery
+ Available in two lengths
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NEW BUS RAPID TRANSIT

+

LIGHT

Efficient, affordable and attractive, the Crealis is a real and responsive solution to your
transport issues.

+

PEACE OF MIND, EVERY DAY

DESIGN
New sloping front end
Charisma, personality

Triple LED ambient lighting
Glazed panels on lower section
Translucent bellows

As the forerunner and leader of the BRT segment, Iveco Bus already has over
400 Crealis vehicles in operation. A real success story that confirms the value of this
impressive mode of transport.
+ Rapid, scalable roll-out
+ Attractive and structuring

+

+ Speed and regularity
+ Technology in harmony with the buses

CUSTOMISATION
Roof designed for customisable
decoration

ENGINE
The Crealis has 3 engines to suit your needs:

+

+ High performance with CURSOR 9 DIESEL:
- efficiency of the Euro VI Hi-SCR engine
- up to 400 hp

VERSATILITY

+ High experience with the CURSOR 8 CNG:
- CNG network developed over 20 years
- new era of clean transport with biomethane

Available as standard and articulated
Highly compatible with Urbanway

+

ACCESSIBILITY
New 1,200 mm front door
4 double doors opening
onto large platforms

+

MAINTENANCE
Removable front end bodywork

+ High economy with the SERIES HYBRID:
- 30% CO2 emissions
- «Arrive & Go» electric mode at stops
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